
The opening phase of the DELAIRE TRIAL OF THE CENTURY, giving rise to a one (1) year bigoted 

suspension of a member is in full motion. For the last few months the “besieged” holding 

favorable “Judicial” rulings, and with full support from his legal team, proceeded with the 

Plaintiffs right to Discovery. The Boards trumped-up charge is the crux of the Brecker/Delaire 

litigation. Judging a Respondent guilty of misconduct, without defining the word misconduct, 

never reviewing present-day by-laws, not analyzing the website prior to the hearing is without 

meaning.  Failure to adhere to due-diligence ignores Fiduciary Responsibility.  Never to 

undertake an investigation of the so called irritant of a grievance and coming to terms with a 

UNANIMOUS vote for sanctioning a one (1) year suspension, set the stage for a KANGAROO 

COURT.  Richard Abbey, the chair of the Grievance Committee, was present at an Ex-Parte by-

laws committee meeting one month prior to the filing of Karpel’s charge. At that meeting, 

Karpel revealed that he wanted to bring a grievance charge with a one (1) year suspension, to 

be traded off in exchange for the removal of the website. The consensus of the by-laws 

members was to recommend against the grievance.  It was their opinion that it would not 

accomplish the purpose. 

Karpel did not heed the rebuff and filed the charge. The rest is history!  The upshot served as 

the conduit toward the forthcoming litigation. The illicit punishment violated the Florida 

Statutes 617.0607, 617.0202, the U.S. Constitution and the very heart of what Delaire is all 

about. The end of it all resulted in killing “THE GOOSE THAT LAID THE GOLDEN EGG”.  Delaire 

will never be the same again regardless of how the litigation turns out. The “GOOD NEWS”, it 

will replace all the evils of governance gone amiss! Litigation brings about the needed changes.  

A new and more professional full complemented 15 member Board will emerge, or a 

professional management team such as CASPER GOLF will be hired. The litigation will “DRAIN 

THE SWAMP”! 

Where did the club go wrong that caused us so much trouble and anxieties? 

THE ISSUES THAT IGNORED MEMBERS CIVIL RIGHTS 
 Complaint by a member or Committee: “only a member can bring a grievance charge against 

a member”. Karpel, as the President could not. The Board is not a committee.  Nothing is 

recorded even though a request was made. The by-laws stipulated the hearing to be 

conducted as an administrative hearing requiring recordings. A committee member called the 

respondent an “asshole” during the hearing, which violated 617.0607, a suspension must be 

done in good faith.  Richard Abbey Chair of the Grievance Committee was present at the By-

Laws meeting at which Karpel broadcasted his purpose for filing the one (1) year suspension, 
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one (1) month before his filing. Abbey was duty bound to reveal the information and or recuse 

himself. Failure and partaking in the hearing makes the judging improper. The same holds true 

for Andy Lynette being the Chair of the By-laws committee and member of the board having 

heard the Karpel motive, likewise had a duty as Abbey! Not revealing it to the Appeals Board 

makes their rubber stamping the Grievance hearing a farce. Not giving any credence to the 

Jurisdictional agreement stating only matters on Club property or club sponsored issues are 

under the guise of the Grievance Committee, makes their hearing a sham! 

 SUNDAY’S DECEMBER 9th TOWN HALL MEETING ATTACK by Arthur Newman’s unprovoked 

assault on a member, is an attack on all members.  Personal dislike of the victim or what he 

said is not an excuse to vent such anger in the public arena, causing the break-up of a club 

sponsored event.  Who can be next is the question to be asked? Litigation anxieties have been 

set in motion and are a disturbing factor for the governors of the club. The Board, giving 

credence to a Karpel temper tantrum brought about their own logjams.  Physical attacks by 

the likes of Newman and Edelman onto members and employees of the club without any 

punishments are becoming the norm and are killing the “GOOSE THAT LAID THE GOLDEN 

EGG”. What was known as a GOLFER’S PARADISE ends-up as a members’ NIGHTMARE! 
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